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Bravo Company comes home
Cheering crowds greet Central
students back from Middle East
by Jill Johnson
Staff reporter

Bravo Company, the Yakimabased Marine tank battalion,
receivedahero'swelcomewhen
it touched down at 3:15 p.m
last Thursday at Yakima Air

Terminal.
The company, the most decorated unit during "Operation
Desert Storm," includes 13
Central students Craig
Meidl,19, of Bothell; Dave
Masters, 20, of Bothell; Brian
Lewis, 21, of Richland; David

Killian, 22, of Seattle; Amel
Narvaez, 20, of Ellensburg;
Craig N oviks, 21, of Kirkland;
Jed Odenrider, 21, ofPalisades;
Dan White, 21, ofEverett; Mark
Bolz,19, of Wenatchee; Rob
Umbeck, 21, of Redmond;
Trevor Fawcett, 22, of
Edmonds; Mike Mauntel of
Anacortes; and Rob Mitchel.
Anticipation filled the air as
tl}e plane carrying the soldiers

flew into sight.
"I'm too excited for words,"
said Deanna Killian, mother of
David Killian. "It's been such a
longtime."
Mrs. Killian said although she
remained in contact with her
son during the war, his letters
often arrived three weeks after
they were written and it left
her with a false sense of security.

Christopher Stone/University Relations

~entr~I junior and Bravo Company member Dave Killian gets a welcome-home hug from his sister, Julie. The whole family,

mcludmg his father, John (in the background), wore sweatshirts with American flags on them for the welcoming ceremonies.

April drug busts nab
two Central students
by Mark Eaton

or even implicated in drug-related offenses they not only have to deal with
the courts, but with the iron hand of the
A Central student spent the weekend Student Affairs Office.
in the Kittitas County Jail after being
Deacon Meier, vice president for stuarrested on probable cause in connec- dent affairs, said his office doesn't need
tion with a January 26 marijuana the same strict evidence as the police
purchase, a superior court docket stated. and courts to bring action against a
The student was arrested Friday and student implicated in drug usage and
will be arraigned in Kittitas County dealing.
Superior Court May 6, where formal
"We have our own system," said Meier.
charges will be brought against him.
''We couldn't care less if( students) were
Another student was arrested earlier given their Miranda warnings; we can
this month on drug-related charges use that evidence."
stemming from three separate incidents ·Meier said Student Affairs is more
since January.
likely to take action on drug-related
James F. Smith will go to trial May 9, cases before courts for three reasons:
on charges that he was in possession of the slowness of courts, school liability
marijuana with intent to ·deliver. He and the rights of other students.
was arrested April 3 by officers of the
Meier said not all tases are black and
Kittitas County drug task force.
white. He said most incidents are interSmith was charged with three counts preted with the university's Student
of delivery ofmarijuana and four counts Judicial Code and other problem-solvof possession with intent to deliver, a ing teams.
court docket said.
"If a student is dealing drugs he or'she
When Central students are arrested will be suspended," Meier said.
Staff reporter

"I think the hardest part is
you ... raise your child (never)
expecting him to be in a war,"
she said.
David Killian said he was relieved to be home.
"I am glad we went over and I
don't have any regrets. Everything went very smoothly and
I'm glad the U.S. military had
all the knowledge and technology that we did," Killian said.
Central junior Craig Noviks
was greeted with statements
like "You fox," "Nice tan," "Glad
you're back,"and "Let's have a
beer."
Noviks' sisters joked that with
his return the grocery bill will
increase and . they'll have to
return all the clothes they borrowed from him.
Noviks' father, Ivars, is still
adjusting to his son's return.
"It will take a day or two to
sink in now that he's actually
back," I vars Noviks said.
"I didn't realize how much I
was worried until after the
hostilities ceased," he said.
Central students Kevin
Finerty, Siegfried Kohl and
Brian Allen also turned out to
greet friends at the homecoming.
"We are happy to see them
home," Kohl said. "It's a great
feeling but hard to explain in
words."
Without wasting anytime the
*ree were already planning
the welcome home party.

See RETURN I page 3
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Search:
Committee
still needs a
student rep

Bike path bandits fined big bucks
womenwere
arrested for
assault Saturday
after fighting in the
street outside Kamiakan
Village Apartments, police
said.
Both men were taken to
Kittitas County Jail after
each man separately told
police he had thrown the
first punch.
The fight started while a
group of men were watching
the NBA playoffs and one of
the men made a derogatory
comment about the other
man's girlfriend.
When police arrived at the
scene they separated the
two and took statements
from them. Both to~d police
they started the fight and it
was over a girl who was at
the apartment.

T

From page 1
his general impressions of
both the college and the situation anewpresidentwouldface,
and a draft statement of the
actual presidential qualities
being sought, based on what
the university groups told him.

" •.. Generally
after six or seven
months you're
probably creating
a situation where
it's hard to sustain
the momentum."
-Dr. Charles Neff
The search will probably last
about five months, Neff said.
However, replacing Garrity by
the end of the calendar year
has been disputed by some
university officials as being too
quick.
"Our experience has been that
(the search for) a good president averages about five
working months," Neff said.
"You can do it in four, but
generally after six or seven
months you're probably creating a situation where it's hard
to sustain the momentum.
"I would have hated to be involved in a two-year search,"
he added.

CAMPUS COPS
by Mark Eaton
Both men were charged
with fourth-degree assault.
One was also charged as a
minor in possession of alcohol
when police determined that
he had been drinking under
age, police said.

Two Student Village men
claim they don't know who
was using a baseball bat to
shatter beer bottles in the
doorway of their apartment,
police said.
Police questioned the men
after a woman reported she
was almost hit by flying glass
as she walked on the side-

walk in front of the men's
apartment on April 20.
Police said they found
broken glass from the door of
the men's apartment to the
sidewalk.
The men said they think it
was an out-of-town guest who
had batted the bottles. Police
told the men they could be
held responsible for what
their guests do.
The incident was turned
over to Student Affairs, police
said.

As of April 22, violating
the new bike speed limit

Student lobby director resigns
by Jonathan Modie

able for comment. .
Jackson said she wasn't sure
of the exact reasons behind the
The executive director of the resignation.
"There wasn't a lot of success
Washington Student Lobby,
under pressure by state col- this year in the legislative
leges after several bills he session," she said. "He maybe
lobbied for died at the Legisla- didn't have the experience to
ture, resigned last Thursday, a pull us all the way through.
Board of Directors official said And he had expressed feelings
thathe maybe wanted to leave."
Tuesday.
Brendan Williams, WSL
Lorna Jackson, BOD vice
president for political affairs, president, said since the ressaid Scott LaFramboise, chief ignation was a personnel matlobbyist for WSL, resigned af- ter, the official reason for it
was "of confidential nature. I
ter three state universities Central, Washington State can't disclose it at this time.
"I do feel it will be healthy for
University and the University
ofWashington- recently sent the organization. I'm confident
evaluatfons ofhis performance a qualified successor will be
during the session to the orga- hired."
LaFramboise resigned from
nization.
"Most of them suggested that the organization altogether.
he resign immediately or have Jackson said the resignation
his job terminated," said will help in restructuring
Jackson, also Central's WSL WSL's leadership.
"As it was presently, Scott
representative. She added that
LaFramboise's subsequent was overseeing the organizaresignation was "fine with ev- tion as well as lobbying," she
said.
erybody."
.
LaFramboise was unavailA small committee made up
Managing editor

ofJackson, a graduate student
and an undergraduate student
from the UW, and the student
body president of Wes tern
Washington University will
choose a new "staffconsultant"
as opposed to the current executive director.
"The lobbyist will be a separate person hired only for the
session," she said.
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Williams said the lobbyist will
serve a "research and clerical
function."
The WSL is funded by $1 donations from students at registration time of each quarter at
each state college and university. The organization lobbies
for higher education legislation, particularly student oriented, year around.

SAT/SUN: *2:10, *4:10
EVENINGS: 6:40, 8:40
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will nolonger be treated
with warnings, said Campus Police Chief Al Teeples.
Campus police issued $9
fines to two bicyclists
Monday for failure to use
the Walnut Mall bike path.
Teeples said officers had
given an average of 40
warnings a day since the
beginning of the quarter
and he is now phasing out
the grace period established
to help educate bicyclists on
riding laws.
Two bicycles were also
reported stolen on campus
Monday, police said.
The bikes were valued at
approximately $600. One
was taken from in front of
Sparks Hall and the other
from a Student Village
bicycle rack where it was
locked, police said.

Ellensburg 0nly

I

COP/F
· shop
<Iliank§You,
CWU Students and Faculty,
for 5 great years!
Dave, Judi, Val, Linda & Linda

-------------------------------·~---------------------~
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At left: Frontline Marines and
Central students Dave Masters
and Brian Lewis soak up the
homecoming hoopla thrown
in their company's honor.
Christopher Stone/University Relations

Christopher Stone/University Relations

All the Marines in the Bravo Company were honored in a ceremony at the Valley Mall in Union
Gap. The soldiers were presented with specially-made medals of appreciation.

Return: 'B' Company soldiers come
home to parade, ecstatic families
From page 1
"We just can't wait to rage
Friday night!" he said.
"We are going to take Rob
(Umbeck, a member ofthe unit)
out to the bars and get him
liquored," Finerty said.
"This is absolutely incredible,"
Umbeck said. "It's just great to
be in America."
Following the company's arrival at Yakima Air Terminal,
the solQiers and their families
and friends were transported
to the Army reserve station in
Yakima to gather belongings
and prepare for a parade in
their honor.
.
The parade extended from the
reserve station to the Valley
Mall, in Union Gap. Hundreds
of people lined the streets
waving flags and shouting
· support to the returning troops.
At the mall, the troops were
presented with medals from
their families.
Odenrider, who returned to

''This is absoJutely
incredible. It's just
great to be in
America."
-RobUmbeck
of them and ... really proud of
them," Odenrider said. "I just
wanted to come home with the
company."
Bravo Company was responsible for the capture of 300
Iraqis .and 119 confirmed kills.
Dave Masters said the Iraqi
soldiers would cry out "Nomore
boom-boom" as the U.S. troops
approached them.
,
Lt. Col. Steve Chambers,
spoke to the cheering crowd at

Tell your mother not.to worry.
You>lre drinking
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upset he did not have the op- Now, he added, "the whole
portunity to fly in with the world knows it."
company.
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New library dean
here by September
Officials say
student input a
factor in finding
library chief

A search committee was
formed in: December, and advertisements were placed in
major publications in the library field, Denman said.
In addition, position announcements were sent to the
major library colleges and universities in the nation, as well
by Kenneth Rudd
as to library directors in WashStaff reporter
ington, Oregon, Alaska and
The search is on for a new Idaho.
dean of library services to re- ·The position will be available
place Frank Schneider, who July 1, and it should be filled
retired March 15, said Anne no later than Sept. 1, Denman
Denman, associate dean of the said. Donald Schliesman, dean
College of Letters, Arts and of undergraduate studies, was
appointed acting library dean
Sciences.
Five finalists have been se- until a new dean is hired.
In the interim, a three-memlected from a field of 44 applicants who met the minimum ber library administrative
qualifications, said I)enman, group was formed to oversee
who is also chair of the search the day-to-day operations ofthe
library. Patrick McLaughlin,
committee.
Calls to set up interviews took head reference librarian, was
place tltjs week, and at least appointed to chair the group.
"The administrative committhree will make on-cam pus
•Editor
•Managing (news) editor
•Copy editors (2)
visits as early as the week of tee seems to be working out
•Scene editor
•Sports editor
•Photo editor
quite well," Denman said.
May 6, Denman said.
Schneider
came
to
Central
in
"We hope (the visits) will be
•Production manager •Assistant production manager
no later than the week of May 1978, and held the position of
•Advertising representatives (3)
20," she said. "We're a little library dean for 13 years.
He retired upon reaching the
late in our search, so we ~ant
to try to bring them to the cam- age of 70, as required by state
These are all paid positions. Begin thinking about next year now.
law.
pus as so·o n as possible."
There will be opportunities
for several campus groups, including student groups, to meet
with the candidates, Denman
said.
"With the dean of libraries,
there are so many different
parts of the campus that are
interesting and involving,"
Denman said. "We know of the
students' interest in issues such
as library hours and other asWin an
pects of library operations."
The final decision will be made
as soon as the last on-campus
visit is made, possibly by May
20, Denman said.
"We have excellent final candidates. Everyone on the committee is yery pleased with how
Dr. Sandy
Dr. Myron
need not be present to win
it's worked out."
Linder
Linder

Soon hiring for fall quarter:

~Observer

IBM 286

NOTICE TO ALL
FRESHMEN
If you are eligible, as a FRESHMAN, to pre-register for
Fall quarter 1991 you MUST do the following:
1. Make an appointment to see your advisor between
APRIL 29 and MAY 3. Obtain the Pre-Registration
Advisor Form from your advisor, fill it out with your
advisor's help, and have your advisor sign it.

2. Bring the COMPLETED, SIGNED,
PRE-REGISTRATION ADVISOR FORM to the SUB
Theatre for REGISTRATION CLEARANCE
according to the following schedule:
First Letter of Last Name
Date
A-F
May 6
G-L
May 7
M-Q
May 8
R-V
May 9
"W-Z
MaylO
Staff will be available from 10:00 a.m. to noon and
1:00 P·I?-1· to 5:00 p.m.
3. Telephone pre-registration begins May 20.

•Sound Health Preferred Provider.
•Largest Chiropractic Center in Kittitas County.
•Emergency calls and Saturday appointments available.
Complete Auto Repair
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

9 2 5,-16 6 ·5
*BRAKES
*TUNE-UPS
*CLUTCHES
* TRANSMISSIONS

•COUPON•
•SPECIAL•

I
I
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I
I
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Central to host '93 Employers, employee wannabes
MUN conference make 18th Job Fair a success
by Jennifer Mortensen
Staff reporter

Central and the University of
Puget Sound will co-sponsor
the 43rd session of the Model
United Nations of the Far
West(MUNFW) in Bellevue in
April, 1993, a member of
Central's MUN club said.
MUNFW is a yearly conference that allows college students to represent various
countries in a mock United
Nations session.
~hess, a senior majoring in
political science and a member
of Central's MUNFW delegation, said the conference is tentatively scheduled to be at
Bellevue's Red Lion Inn, but
may be moved if time conflicts
arise.
Central and UPS were selected to host the 1993 session
during this year's regional
conference, held April 18-22 in
Stockton, Calif.
''We jointly bid to be the secretariat for the '93 session,
which is basically in charge of
managing the conference, and
now we have two years to prepare for it" said Chess.
Central is a charter member
of its regional chapter, Model

UnitedNations ofthe Far West,
established in 1951. Central's
D.R. Eberhart, Emeritus Professor of Geograp~y and Land
Studies, was instrumental in
establishing the chapter.
There were about 600 participants in this year's regional
conference. Chess said attendance usually fluctuates between 600 and 750 people.
"Central represented six
countries at this year's conference, which is quite a lot," said
Chess. "We had 40 people in
our delegation, which was the
second largest group down
there."
Central students represented
Chile, Lebanon, Senegal,
Spain, Vietnam and Zaire at
the Stockton conference.
Delegates from Central also
attended the National Model
United Nations in March at
the United Nations building in
NewYork. ·
"We went to nationals for the
first time this year," said Chess.
"We sent 10 people back there
to represent Senegal in the
session."
The 1993 session of the regional Model United Nations
is tentatively scheduled for the
third weekend of April.

Parenthood
• Annual Exams
• Low Cost Birth Control
•Pregnancy Testing
• Information
• Infection Diagnosis & Treatment

many handed out brochures agencies into one area was
and advertising gimmicks. In- helpful," said Jodie King, a
terviews with the employers public relations senior, referCentral's Job Fair drew more were set up informally at the ring to the way federal and
than 800 students and 80 em- tables as interested students local agencies, such as the Fedployers April 24 to the SUB came in. Some, like Payless eral Bureau of Investigation
Shoe Source, had applications and the Washington State PoBallroom.
lice, were grouped together.
The Fair, coordinated by offi- available for students.
Employer responses were fa"But they needed more pubcials in the Career Planning
and Placement Center, pro- vorable, Owens said. Com- licity. Many students didn't
vides an opportunity each year ments on how.well the students know about it until that day."
Jeff Stedman, 20, a business
for students to meet with pro- . were dressed and their knowlspective employers from edge about careers were posi- major, thought the fair was a
"very good service offered to
tive and plenty, he said.
around the state.
Student comments about the the students enabling them to
Although only 50 employers
:qieet employers without leavparticipated last year, the fair were mixed.
"The assembly of government ing Ellensburg."
number ofstudents, faculty and
staffparticipating this year was
comparable to last year's number of over 1700.
"I think that the variety of
employers attracted different
majors," said Dean Owens, director of the Career Planning
and Placement Center.
CALL FOR DETAILS
"The bigger diversity of employers gets the students to
come in and check the fair out,"
ANTIQUES AND ESPRESSO
he said.
310 NORTH MAIN
Employers offered informa925-7067
7am-6pm everyday
tion about their company and
by Regina Freeman
Staff reporter

QUICK

CASH

ANCHOR IN TIME

Know me?

I've been on
Letterman 47times!

ELLENSBURG• 312 N. PINE• 925-7113

ELLENSBURG BICYCLE RACE
featuring

ROAD&
MOUNTAIN
BIKES

Join with
a TEAM
or as an
INDIVIDUAL!

Call 962-2823
or 962- 7211 for
more information
or pick up your
entry form at -THE RECYCLE SHOP
CHA!\IBER of CO\IMERCE
THE CITY POOL

Miller has appeared on
Late Night with David
Letterman and the Tonight Show over 40
times!

He has performed at
UniversityofWashington
and Western Washington University as well

as Giggles comedy .
club in·seattle and hundreds of Morning Zoo
radio shows.

Enjoy this "comedian looking for a gimmick"
as part of the 1991 Parents Weekend festivities.

1:·····························~

$3,000 TOTAL PRIZES

~ •••••••••••••••• ·••••••••••••• ;I

Saturday May 11th

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Sponsored by ASCWU Special Programs ·
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVANCE
Central's centennial
kick-off coming
on't go home next weekend.
As much as it may sound like promotional PR
for the university,· it is actually a big weekend.
No not because it's the weekend of the perennial parental'round-up, though it would be nice if your
parents show up for you to be here.
Next Saturday is the official kick-off f9r Central's
centennial celebration. And in the insightful words of a
highly venerable communication associate professor: "This
only happens once every hundred years."
.
And this is Central's first hundred-year celebrat10n.
The college has a wonderful history that is going to be on
display and celebrated beginning next Saturday.
We've gone from an 86-student teachers-only "normal"
school to a 6,000-student university that offers more than
250 majors. And it's not just academics; there's much more
to our history.
The big kick-off is at 11 a.m. May 11 in Edison Plaza
(south of Hebeler Hall) and a plethora of festivities follow
throughout the weekend.
·
Be there. Be a part of the university's ongoing history.

D

Central is MTV Hell
o, you want your MTV, eh?
You won't if you're on thi~ cam~us. long ~n?ugh.
It's in the Samuelson Umon Building. Its m
Holmes Dining Hall. It's in every apartment and
dormitory room everywhere.
How about Tunstall Dining Hall?
Nope. There's no television there.
.
It's not so much that "Music Television" is available in so
many locations on campus that makes one's cranium
explode, it's how often it is played.
Take Holmes Dining Hall, for example. You have an 8
a.m. test. You want to eat some hearty bacon and eggs
beforehand, so you're at Holmes at 7 a.m. You're there
before the television even comes on. A dining hall employee walks out with a remote control. You're ready to
see some CNN, ESPN, or maybe "Good Morning,
America," or even "Geraldo."
No. It's Bell Biv DeVoe singing, "Do Me."
Does the dining hall ever have anything else on the
tube?
"They told us to turn (MTV) on," a Holmes cashier once
said.
Who? The students? Yep. Right. Sure.
The other employees? Probably. .
Just watch some of the table wipers or beverage bar
attendants. They're glued to the set.
Sure it would be ridiculous to keep the music video
chann~l off permanently, but let's have some variety here.
Now that the Persian Gulf War is over it doesn't mean a
good game show or dose of current events more often
aren't worth our while.
We won't get our diplomas learning the hometown of
Jane's Addiction or the tour schedule of Anthrax. We
are an information society. Let's keep it that way.
Change the channel.

S
'

~~~~~~~~~~"'-,

~JHH~M/'f!

LETTERS
Quit whining
and accept
your defeat

Observance endorsement Jeff
Stedman was chosen over Dan
Sutich because of his background as a finance major.
Karina Kuhlmeier was also
endorsed because she has the
background necessary for the
position.
I was appalled at the lack of
Why not when it comes to professionalism our new stuRyan Wasell?
dent Board of Director's presiMaybe the Observance was dent Eric Peter demonstrated
based on which candidates when he described The
were out campaigning the Observer's April 18 editorial,
most. If that's the case, I saw · which endorsed his opponent,
Peter, Sutich, Chip Simmons as a "crock of s - - t."
and Robert Bertrand the most.
The Observer made .an inI rarely saw their opponents formed, objective decision incampaigning - the ones The dependent of the media circus
Observer endorsed.
of two-headed cars, balloons
It is interesting to note only and countless posters everyone of the candidates endorsed where you turned.
by the paper got elected. But
Peter should respect The
"we stand firmly by our en- Observer's opinion and his
dorsements," the editors said. comments demonstrate why he
How commendable. But don't was not the informed choice.
cry over the outcome as you did
Peter should cease his whinin last week's column.
ing and prepare himself for his
It is very humorous to note responsibilities next year. Good
even with The Observer's places to start would be exendorsement, Wasell and panding his vocabulary and
Stedman still lost by over a downsizing his ego.
hundred votes each.
I applaud The Observer for
As a journalist, I am a firm standing behind its e11dorsebeliever in the power of the ments, and I will stand behind
press. It appears The Ob- · the votes I cast.
server press need a few new
batteries.
Mark Hanson

Decision was
inform.ed,
not a crock

The Observance column is a
good sounding board for intelligent ideas about the issues
here at Central. It also is a way
for editors to give their interpretation of the ideas heard.
However, I take exception to
the April 25 Observance which
carried out-of-context quotes.
My gripe is not the quotes
themselves, but the way they
were presented - which was
not intelligent at all.
The Observance came across
as very jaundiced; like saying
"Our endorsed candidates
didn't win, so look what we're
stuck with."
Hardly the intelligence in action I know The Observer
strives for.
I can't speak for Eric Peter,
but I know I would be upset if
a candidate who had no political experience was endorsed
over me, when I had the political resume Peter does.
· But, it wasn't background
material taken into account on
these endorsements; at least
that's what I heard. But just a
few paragraphs later in · the J.R. Walker
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From LETTERS I page 6

Police have
good reason
to be in city
I must make comment on
Eric Scott's letter last week,
"Campus cops should stick to
Central, not the city."
In the letter, campus police
are called "campus security."
Fact is, Central's police department is a general-authority state force. Each officer is
commissioned by the state and
has the same arrest and investigative authority as other
law enforcement officers.
While their mainjurisdiction
is campus, an officer can make
an arrest anywhere in the
state.
Scott complains because he
sees campus police in downtown Ellensburg.
The university and city police forces are both small units;
they provide back-up assistance for each other on potentially dangerous calls. This
provides better protection for
not only the officers, but for
the whole community as well.
Other reasons may be the
transporting ofstudents to the
hospital or animals to the city's
animal shelter, patrolling the
Short-Getz apartments or following a drunk driver.
In paragraph four, The
Observer's readers learn of
Scott's summa cum laude brilliance when he says he purposely parked his car on the
grass so he would receive a
ticket. He seemed shocked it
took until 4 a.m. to get one.
Perhaps the officers were hoping he would move his car
without giving a citation.
Regardless, parking violations are low on the officer's
priority list and they only
handle such problems when
they are not busy. Four a.m. is
usually one of those times.
In paragraphs two and seven,
Scott informs everyone of

where he lives and that he has
just installed a new stereo system into a vehicle that has no
door locks and a soft-cover top.
Thieves are not dumb, Mr. Scott,
they read too. They are, however, lazy and stealing your new
stereo does not sound difficult.
John M. Brangwin

Letter writer
shouldn't
point fingers
I was involved in the accident
referred to in last week's letter
to the editor regarding wheelchairs and the speed boost. I
take most of the responsibility
for what happened, but I do not
believe it was. all my fault. ,
I was headed up to Randall
Hall from Lind for class. I leave
my previous class early to try
and go slower. That day, however, my professor gave the most
important part of his lecture in
the last 10 minutes of class,
forcing me to stay until the end.
. It was a bright day and I was
having difficulty seeing because
of the glare. I realize I was not
driving as cautiously as I should
have been, but the person I ran
into said she was waving to
friend when we collided.
I don't think she was watching
where she was going anymore
than I was. It was an accident,
plain and simple.
I'm sorry she was injured and
I urge her to call me so I can
help pay the medical bill; but it
wasn't fair of her to use me as a
scapegoat on this issue.
The responsibility ofwatching
out for others should be shared
by all, not just a few who happen to move from point A to
point B in a slightly different
manner.
I hope readers don't stereotype disabled people who own
electric wheelchairs.

a

Dram.atics
unnecessary
after accident

Handi :apped people do not,
from my experience, need or
want sympathy. They only
want what every minority and
majority citizen wants: respect
and a little understanding.

In response to "Don'tlet speed
boost stand, risks dangerous,"
and to the lady who stands and
waves:
Have you ever run into anyone while just walking down
the mall or anywhere else?
Did you apologize? Did they,
after taking your apology, write
a letter to The Observer, or
any other paper, about how
clumsy you were?
Accidents happen; people in
wheelchairs are not excluded.
If more people realized this
comments which offend, mislead and degrade might be
avoided.
The writer seemed to be addressing bicycle speeds here
on campus, but several times
comments were made which
were not necessary and highly
dramatic.
For instance: "I was hit hard
. .. he was obviously speeding
. . . my injuries did require
medical attention."
And what does this statement
mean: "I hadn't considered the
fact that wheelchairs are also
potentially dangerous?"
I'm sorry this person was hurt
being hit by a wheelchair. But
I am in a wheelchair and have
been on the other end and know
how humiliating it can be to be
in one and make that point
obvious by running over a foot
or into someone.

Chris L. Hansen

'Tartuffe'
excellent,
not overdone
Marfa Pugh's review of the
play "Tartuffe" was disgusting.
A reviewer is supposed to be
objective, well-informed and
speak for herselfalone. Instead,
Pugh showed a frightful ignorance of these qualities.
We also were members of the
audience opening night.
"Marianne . . . annoyed the
audience by overplaying her

part," she said. We loved her!
Also, Greg Miller's part did
not "bring on yawns." We
thought they made a cute, and
believable, couple.
If Pugh knew anything about
drama, she would realize this
is a period play and characters
are supposed to be exaggerated. Next time, we suggest
she talk more with the director
or someone else with the play,
rather than just looking up a
few facts and pretending to
know more than she does.
This is the best production
we've seen all year. It wasn't
perfect, but we enjoyed it.
"Hold out for another production ... " as Pugh suggested? If
you didn't see it you missed a
chance to see some real talent.
Kim Lively
Marcille Council
June VandenBrock
Julie Smith

We Have
102 Faces...
To look great on paper, you need gorgeous type.
Our Macintosh and Compugraphic typsetting system
contains over 102 different typefaces. Thaf s awesome type,
only available from you know who ...

.

3rd & Main
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Leif Gregerson
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cwu
FACULTY, STUDENTS & STAFF
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Monday, May 6, 1991
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
2081/2 Yakima Ave.
Yakima
457-5296

SUB COURTYARD
For additional information contact Mark Henry at 962-3167

--....------- --- -- -----_.... _
==-=':'=®

· T~is c::er •S available 1o qualified college s1udents. faculty and sldff inat ourcna~~ IBM S.:lected Academic Solulions ttirough
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IBM. Per sonal System/2. PS12 are registered traaemarks oi International Business Machines Corporation. D IBM Corporation 1991
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SCENE
No holds 'barred' for local entrepreneur
by Gina Zukoski
Scene editor

o you ever wonder
where Central
graduates go? Or
what they do with
their degree after graduating?
Well, you only have to
travel downtown to find
out.
The place is a familiar one
if you've been to Adeline's
restaurant and lounge.
Central graduate Ron Hall
is the owner.
Hall, 30, graduated in
1985 with a degre~ in
·public relations.
But don't let the public
relations degree mislead
you. Hall can claim an
impressive history in the
restaurant and bar field.
After graduating, Hall
worked at the Ellensburg
Best Western for a year.
"After that I worked at
Cavanaugh's in the Tricities, as their food and
beverage director until
January of1990.
"Then, I was at the new
Jake's (Jake
O'Shaughnessey's) in
Bellevue until December of
last year," Hall said.
· After that, he said he
completed his "full circle"
when he returned to EBurg in December and
bought Adeline's (an
Ellensburg institution),
from previous owner Gary
Hages.
When asked if in 1985 he
would have predicted this
move, Hall responded "not
at all!"
"I really didn't have much
in mind when I got my
degree and I didn't really

D

Nicole Patzer/The Observer

Adeline's owner and 1985 Central graduate Ron Hall, (back row; second from left) with
members of his staff. Hall purchased_ Adeline~s restaurant and lounge last November.

know what I wanted to do,"
He has also noticed the
he said.
ever-changing student crowd
"I went and tried a few
within the local social scene.
different things, but no
"I have never seen a town
matter what I have ever done where the crowds shift
in my life, I always end up
around as much as they do
back in this (restaurant/bar)
here. I'm not sure why that is
business ... finally I just
. . . I don't think the students
admitted to myself that this
are more fickle than any
is what I like to do and
other group," said Hall.
accepted it."
He adds "I suspect it's
Hall has noticed changes in
because nobody is really
this town and its people since doing an outstanding job in
he attended school here.
the bar business."
"I think students are a lot
Hall is working to change
more serious now than when
that.
I first started here in 1979.
Since he took over Adeline's,
"I suspect it's because it
· the crowd size has .skyrockcosts so much more ... when I eted. It's n~arly impossible to
first started, anybody could
encounter a slow Wednesday,
go to school because tuition
Friday, or Saturday night at
was much less and financial
the bar.
aid was abundant," Hall said.
"This is beyond my wildest

dreams ... if I would have
told people that the things
that have actually happened
here were going to happen,
they would have told me I
was crazy," he said.
Hall attributes this success
to three factors .
"We got Brad (Torgeson)
downstairs and let people
know what he was doing
down there ... we started a
happy hour, and then
brought in good help, and it
makes all the difference in
the world."
Hall doesn't plan to stop
there.
"We are going to change
things a lot. When the
students come back in the.
fall, they are going to find a
much different place," Hall

said.
The changes will include a
new menu, with items that
no one in town offers. Hall
wants to create a Western
type of bistro.
Also, remodeling is
planned with more emphasis on what's going on
upstairs.
Withthe increase in
college students frequenting Adeline's, the older and
local crowds have only
decreased "by a small
degree," said Hall.
"Our goal is to incorporate
both locals and students
into our situation ... I think
it can be done. We have to
create an environment
where a logger just getting
off his shift, someone in a
business suit, or a student
comes in, and feels equally
comfortable," he said.
Hall grew up in Colville,
Wash., and is "the first
person on my dad's side of
the family to ever get a
degree."
Said Hall, "I am really
proud to have my degree
from Central. Some of the
basic principles I learned in
my public relations classes,
I use every day."
When Hall isn't working
(which isn't often), you can
find him on the golf course.
"I love to golf, but I am
terrible at it! I try to get
out a couple or three times
a week," said Hall.
Hall anticipates living in
Ellensburg for many years.
"When I came back here,
my intention was to grow
old here," he said. "I have a
great time here ... I love
Ellenspurg.
"And the college students
_ keep me young."

Where people.are getting physical in Ellensbur~
·

.

by Shanon Burke
and Darla Hill
Observer staff

Nicole Patzer/The Observer

Central's weight room is open to all students during non-class
hours. Here junior Steve Duch takes advantage of the offer.

Physical fitness.
How to get it, where to go
and how much it costs to get it
are questions confronting college students interested in
improving theirs.
Iri Ellensburg there are three
main locations for students in
search of fitness. They are
Central's own facilities, the
city's swimming pool and fitness room and Hans's Gym.
Cost is a big factor for students who tend to be on low
budgets. Variety in programs
may also be important.
Central's facilities, open every day, are free to students
during hours when no classes
scheduled.
Available to students are the
pool itself, weights (both free
weights . and machines) and
stationary bicycles. The intramural office rents out equipment such as basketballs and
volleyballs and nets.
A variety of conditioning and
exercise classes, from tennis to
aerobic dancing to badminton,
are offered quarterly for credit

The city pool and fitness
room, open daily, offers a threemonth pass ·for $36. This fee
includes unlimited use of the
fitness room, swimming pool,
hot tub and sauna, as long as
classes or other programs are
not in session.
In the fitness room are a
weight system, four electronic
stair-climbers, six stationary
bikes,rowing machines and a
cross-country ski machine.
Water aerobics, basic
lifequard training and swimming, springboard and scuba
divinglessonsareavailablefor
a fee.
Hans' Gym, open every day,
is a facility offering weights
and aerobic classes. Owners
charge monthly fees of $20 for
weight use and $30 for weights
and aerobics classes, whichare
scheduled at many times day
and night.
Another thing important to
students is supervision and
instruction.
At Central's facilities, no instruction is available but a supervisor is always on duty and
Rob Gimlin, the intramural
director, said it's often a good
idea to just ask someone else

working out.
"You can find as much expe~
tise in that weight room (a
you would) in a class," he sai
The city pool and fitness roo
is also more or less a do-it1
yourself fitness center, excep1
forspecificprograms thathave
instructors.
But pool employees, many oj
which are involved in Central's
swimming program, ca:ri anJ
swer questions, said Loren
Cramer, maintenance man.
"We have no instruction ...
unless you specifically ask for
it," he said.
Employees at Hans' Gym, on
the other hand, offer help in
developing a fitness program.
When someone joins, an hourand-a-half appointment can be
scheduled to created a personal,
specific program, according to
Dale McPherson, owner of the
facility.
"Different people start at
different places," McPherson
said. "During the first month
(of membership) we'll keep an
eye on you to see if you are
doing okay."
Hans' has about 600 memhers, 70 percent of which are
Central students.
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Monroe, music and 'Mere' entertainment
This week, there's something
for everyone.
Tonight, you can choo~e between two greats: Sousa ·and
Monroe.
In Hertz Hall, Central's Wi:qd
Ensemble and Jazz Band I,
under the direction of Larry
Gookin and John Moawad,
present Concert: Sousa·at 8
p.m.
The same concert program
will be performed Saturday
night at 8:00, in Yakima's
grand Capitol Theater.
Over in McConnell Auditorium, the ASCWU and the
Classic-Film Series present a
Marilyn Monroe Film Festival.
The 1959 classic "Some Like
it Hot," will run at 7 p.m. and
tomorrow night you can catch
"The Misfits," a 1960 MonroeClark Gable film.
Tomorrow night, is NAJE
Nite (student jazz), at 7 in
Hertz Hall.
Saturday, Karen Neufeld,
soprano, presents· her Junior
Recital at 3 p.m. in Hertz Hall.
Then at 8 p.m., Christopher
Stanichar, piano, pr~sents his
Senior Recital.
Sunday, Hertz Hall hosts two
more recitals. Firstat3 p.m.,is
an Alumni Recital featuring
Tracy Bidleman, soprano, and
Ray Cunha, tenor.
Then at 8 p.m. Matt Hanson,
flute, offers his Junior Recital re-scheduled from April
20.
The Jazz Band I will perform
for the third time this quarter
in the SUB pit, at noon on
Tuesday. While enjoying the
swinging sounds, you can
sample international dishes
during the second "Bite of
Hertz," from 11 a.m. until 2
p.m. Music students sell homecooked food, and the proceeds
are used exclusively for music

1~1,11r·w1't'l<!la

bG><n>U1'G>1"e

new & used books

We buy and trade books.
1G°k to 20% of face
value for cash.
20% to 4G°k of face
value for trade .

.
202 E. 4th

962-2375

GINA ZUKOSKI
Scene editor
scholarships. "It's a great alternative to dorm food," said
Karen Brown, "Bite of Hertz"
coordinator.
Tuesday evening at 8 p.m.,
Hal Ott will direct Central's
unique Flute Choir through
their quarterly Hertz concert.
Wednesday at noon, the SUB
pit will hold court for a guest
lecture. Heather Van N uys,
Superior Court judge, will discuss "Gender Bias in the
Courtroom."
Another lecture, "Impact of
Federal Spotted Owl Report on
Forestry," is offered by Jack
Ward Thomas at 4 p.m. in

Hebeler Auditorium.
Things are really rolling for
Off campus the Buckboard the Divining Rods. This local
Tavern now presents student group is busy preparing for
band Mere Image, Wednes- numerous bookings in May and
day nights throughout spring June.
quarter.
This Saturday night the band
There is no cover charge, and plays at the 1501 Club, on
no raise in drink prices. The Seattle's Capital Hill. Next
band starts at 9 p.m., and plays Friday, they will rock locally,
until close.
on the Barto Lawn at noon.
At the New Mint tonight
Next Saturday, May 11, they
through Saturday, the band will play for an Elmview InFinal Approach will play, dustries benefit.
with no cover charge.
During Memorial Weekend,
Congratulations are in order they will play in Olympia. June
for the band Spectre. Last 8, they'll be at Seattle's Lox,
week they won first place in Stock and Bagel, in the Unithe College/Adult division of versity District. And June 16,
the 48th annual Kiwanis Com- they will be at the Central Tavmunity Talent Show. Theband
members, all Central students,
are Scott Hatala, S-c ott
McGlynn, Thane Mitchell,
John Maskew and Dave
Cordell.
Congratulations also go out
to Central music education
major Barbara Mann, who
took second place in the same
division for her vocal solo, a
selection
from
"Die
Fledermaus."

ern, in Seattle's Pioneer
Square.
According to Mark Schomack,
drummer for the band, their
EP cassette "War Stories" is
floating all over Washington
state, with airplay - particularly college radio stations increasing.
Next week, tune in for a
rundown of entertainment
during Parent's Weekend.

Note: If you have a music/
entertainment event happening - either on or off
campus - and wish to have
it mentioned, please call
Gina at 963-1073 or 962-8754.

410N.PEARL
925-5942
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It's not "7hat you do, but ho"7 you handle scorpions, that counts
ho are you?"
It's a question
we had to ask
classmates in a
health class two weeks ago.
When the person we asked
quit talking (which was
usually about 10 seconds into
it), we had to ask again:
Who are you?
Most (including myself) ·
spilled off factual information
about the things we do and
the people we know.
Umm ... I'm a student, I'm
24 years old ... I'm a daughter, umm ... I'm an employee
... I'm 5'5", umm ... I'm a
student ...
It was a hard thing to do.
I suppose one could lie and
get the person asking to
think you're really cool and
you've traveled the world and
have scars to prove it.
Speaking a week ago
Tuesday, in the SUB Pit at

W

DARLA HILL
Editor
noon, was Dr. James Kern, a
traveling feel-good lectureman. He described a different
way to answer the question
"who are you?"
"I bet not one of you cares
where I went to school," he
opened and spent the next
ten minutes telling stories
about his wife and children.
He told of one of his daughters saving the family from a
house fire - how she stands
taller now because the papers

headlined her as the hero.
He told the story of a son
and a scorpion - and the
lesson he learned from his
son's child-innncence.
The little boy had prohibited his daddy from killing
the scorpion he'd found in
their driveway.
"But the scorpion's got a
mother, too, daddy," the little
one said, ready to cry.
They let the scorpion go in
their Texas backyard.
"That's who I am," Kern
concluded.
So it's more than what other
people have labeled him he's more than a lecturer and
husband and father.
He is how he behaves in
those roles.
Okay, so here we are ...
Wait, let's get personal since
there are theoretically 6,000
of you and only one of me:
Here I am, sitting in my

health class and Branda (the
girl next to me) wants to
know who I am. And she
keeps asking.
I'll try Kern's method:
Last week, my four-year-old
nephew was in town for a
visit (with his mom). He .
came up to work with me and
when we were leaving the
back door of Bouillon I
shouted "Race you, bud!"
We were holding hands and
we went flying out the door
and off the loading dock
- squealing as we soared
through the air. I love that
little squish.
I prefer travelling by train
because sleepless nights and
long days are great, as long
as I can see out the windows
and meet new people while
the train trudges on.
I get up at 6:30 on Sunday
mornings to go to church
because I'm Christocentric,

which is the new, politically
correct way of saying I'm
basically nuts about Jesus.
The first words out of my
mouth if I'm speeding in my
little Mercury and go flying
past a cop is one that starts
with a "D" and ends with an
"amn!"
When people don't amuse
me, I amuse myself because I
think life is amusing and I
love to laugh.
I cannot wait to graduate,
but have pretty much no clue
what I'll be doing two months
from now, or six months from
now.
And I'm not worried one
flick about it.
There's lots more to who I
am. But this isn't about me.
It's about not defining
ourselves by what we do, but
by how we do it. And that
includes you, too.
So, umm ... who are you?

The Observer, not just another imitator, but Ellensburg's BEST innovator
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McDonald's Is now hiring.
Must be able to worl<
through the summer.
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energetic people to join
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Befo~e you ship.call us for a rate!
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SPORTS
Tennis squads prepare for districts
by Todd Tucker
Staff reporter

TENNIS

"This team has
shown a lot of
character the last
half of the season.
They've done an
incredible job
keeping their
composure."

Central's men's tennis team
finished offits season last week
after 11 matches in 10 days.
The team's final season record ·
is at an even .500, 14-14, after
they won four of their last five
matches. This is the best season record for the Wildcats
-Rob Davis,
since 1982 when the 'Cats went
8-7.
assistant coach
Assistant Coach Rob Davis is
impressed how the team has
come on this year after startBeginning Friday the women
ing the season with nine con- will host the 1991 NAIA Dissecutive losses.
trict 1 tennis tournament on
"This team has shown a lot of the college and high · school
character the last half of the courts. The tournament will ·
Nicole Patzer/The Observer
season. They've done an in- continue on Saturday with
Wildcat
Justin
File
smacks
a
shot
in
his
match
last
week.
The
men's
team
finished the year
credible job keeping their com- championship matches taking
by
winning
four
of
their
last
five
matches
to
end
with
a
14-14
record.
posure.
place Sunday.
"They stuck it out through
Theteamsthatarescheduled
the tough times," Davis said.
to attend include: Lewis-Clark to defend their District 1 titles. tournament has taken place at representing the women.
The WOI!len were victorious State College, University of The men's and women's team Central.
Caldwell, playing No. 1
in three of their last four Puget Sound, Pacific Lutheran winners and the individual
Davis believes both the men singles, has a 13-15 record on
matches, to end up with a 12- University, Whitman College, singles and doubles winners and women should do well at the year. Huynh is ahead at
13 record on the year.
14-7 in the No. 2 spot.
Whitworth, Western Wash- will qualify for the NAIA Na- the district tournament.
The Lady 'Cats swept Walla ington University, Seattle tional Tournament on May 20Nelson, who won all-district
"We can compete with any
Walla 9-0 on April 22, and University, Seattle Pacific and 25.
one at the district tournament," honors last spring, currently
outscored Green River Com- St. Martin's.
has a 11-10 record. Cole, playThe women compete in Over- he said.
munity College and Yakima
Lewis-Clark, the defending land Park, Kan., while the men
The Wildcats' top players are ing behind Nelson in the No. 2
Valley 7-2. Their only loss was men's team champion, and will travel to Kansas City, Mo. Todd Caldwell and Bobby slot, carries an even 12-12
to Seattle Pacific by the score UPS, seeking its third straight This will be the sixth year in Huynh in the men's division, record into the upcoming
of 0-9.
women's victory, will attempt a row the NAIA District 1 with Jill Nelson andNancy Cole tournament.

Golfers win
SFU tourney,
get ready
for districts /

Baseball team to
begin final stretch
of district games

by Jason Eckert
and Greg L. Miller

Sluggers need ·
to win 5 of final 7
district games to
reach playoffs

Observer staff

GOLF
Marc Hughes and Jeff Sauvage led Central golfers to a
team title at the Simon Fraser
University Invitational golf
tournament April 18-19 in
Vancouver, B.C.
Hughes tied SFU's Scott
Bennett for medalist honors at
the invite with rounds of 77
and 78 to finish the two-day
tournament with· a 155.
Sauvage had the best singleday score by a Central golfer
this year with an even par score
of 72 at Vancouver's Peace
Portal Golf Club.
Sauvage finished one stroke
back of Bennett and Hughes.
The 'Cats shot a 312 at the
Invitational to win with a team
score of 634.
SFU finished seven shots back
ofCentral to finish second with
a score of 641.
The Wildcats traveled to
Bellingham last Friday to compete at the Western Washington Invitational.
Hughes led the 'Cats to a
third-place finish by shooting
a team low 153. He ended up
placing sixth individually at
the 36-hole Invitational.
Central's Glenn Lambert

Tressa James/The Observer

Senior Brad Baumgart shows his golfing form at practice.
Baumgart looks to help lead the 'Cats to a District 1 title.

also did well, placing ninth
individually with a total score
of156.
Hughes currently leads the
team in stroke average with an
80.4 average for 15 rounds.
Simon Fraser won the the
tournament with a team score
of 596, 25 strokes ahead of the
third·place Wildcats.
The 'Cats will now travel to
Bellevue today and tomorrow
to compete in the Bellevue

Community College Invitational.
The tournament will be the
last one for the Central golfers
until the NAIA District 1 tournament, scheduled May 9-10
at Lacey.
"We're going in as the underdogs, so we got nothing to
lose." Sauvage said about the
upcoming district tournament.
"We have a good chance to
win if we all play well."

BASEBALL

take the Wildcats.
The lead was relinquished for
good when Kurt Steck scored
on a wild pitch from Greg
Feeder.
by Jason Eckert
Chad Bala, Trever Olsen and
Staff reporter
Dean Martinez had two hits
Central's baseball team apiece, and newcomer Todd
dropped two games to Wash- Sibley homered and had two
ington State University in RBis for Central in the nightPullman last Thursday and cap.
was rained out of a district-.
In the game Todd Sibley
counting doubleheader with made his official season debut
first-place Whitworth last against the Cougars and went
week.
2-for-4, including a double and
Opening the non-district a home run.
·
doubleheader WSU beat OenWednesday's game with distral by the score ofll-8.
trict-leading Whitworth was
With the score tied 5-5 going rescheduled because of the
into the bottom of the fourth possibility of a rainout.
inning, the Cougars came up
The rescheduling leaves the
with four runs to break the 'Cats (3-1, 7-16) with seven
deadlock.
district games left. Five of the
Homers by Andru Small and seven games are on the road.
Darrin Kitchen in the fourth
Whitworth (8-1, 12-14)
helped seal the victory for the clinched a berth for the playCougars.
offs when Pacific Lutheran
Scott Chamberlain and Tom University beat the University
Magruder had two hits apiece ~ of Puget Sound in a district
for Central in the opening game last week.
game.
The Wildcats are currently in
The fourth inning proved to a two-way race with UPS (4-3)
be a big one for WSU in the for the last berth in a best-ofnightcap as well.,
threeplayoffserie~Mayl0-11.
The'Catswentintothefourth
Central has to win five of the
inning leading WSU 6-3. How- remaining seven District 1
ever, 11 Cougar batters came games in order to make the
to the plate during the fourth playoffs for the fifth consecuallowing the Cougars .t o over- tive year.

Track team travels ·to
Spokane for tune-up
before district meet
Central's track-and-field
athletes ~ll have their final
chance to qualify for districts
at the Spokane Community
College Sasquatch Invitational
this Saturday.
The 1991 NAIA District 1
meet is scheduled to tak~ place
at Pacific Lutheran University
in Tacoma, May 10-11.
Last Saturday, Central had
split squads entered in both
the PLU Invitational and the
University of Oregon Invitational.
At the Oregon Invitational
held in Eugene, James Mitchell
qualified for nationals in the
200 meters.
Mitchell, competing in the
developmental portion of the
meet, finished second with a
time of21.63 seconds to better
the national qualifying standard of 21.64 seconds.
"The track was really fast,"
said Mitchell. "The competition
was really great. It was good
for the team,~ he said.
The Wildcats' other top finisher in the' developmental
portion of the meet was a second-place finish by Kenny
Thompson in the the highjump.
Thompsonjumped 6-6 3/4.
In the more prestigious twilight portion of the meet, Keith
Baker finished third in the 110meter high hurdles in a time
14.58 seconds.
Also the men's 4x100 relay
team, consisting of Baker,
Mitchell, Thompson and Les
Matthews, placed third.
At the PLU 'Invitational in
Tacoma, the 'Cats took three
first places.
Dan Sutich won the 5,000meter race-walk, Paul
Pedersen won the javelin event
and Gary Anderson qualified
for districts in winning the
1,500-meters.
Central's women took four
second places at the PLU Invitational. Sprinter Heather
Wade placed second in the 100
and 200 meters.

in the Federal Way School District at Nautilis Elementary.
Central was the only school
in the district with more than
one winter quarter scholarathlete. The other winners in-

cludedJohnHines, from LewisClark State, in men's basketball;. Marc LeMaster, Pacific
Lutheran, in men's swimming;
and Haleigh Kurtz, Puget
Sound, in women's swimming.

All This And More ...

·

* Olympic Freeweights
* Aerobics &: Step Aerobics
*Tanning
* Stairclimbers·
*Machines
* Stationary Bikes

.-111-

~~~Onl}'At

HANS'

GYM

your room!
·Your mother will be coming soon and you wouldn't want her to find out how you
really live, would you?
Below are some of the highlighted events of Parents Weekend. So take your
Mom and Dad out and show them a good time in Ellensburg!

••M•l·IM•
Invitational High School
Jazz Festival
Hertz
6:30 p.m.-11 :30 p.m.
free

Coupon

I
I

"Cat's Paw" (play)
Tower Theatre
8:00 p.m. (Sat.-Sun.)
$4.00 general
$3.00 student
RHC Spring Carnival
Barto Lawn
4:30 p.m.

•
•
•
•
•
•
••

10% Off beginning
lessons w/coupon

I *Sales *Service *Adventure Tours I
I *APA Certified *Radio Certified I

:

509-925-5565

:

I

P.O. Box4
Ellensburg, WA 98926 USA

I

Coupon

Shoup, Bowen receive top scholar
athlete awards for winter quarter

Central wrestler Roger Shoup
and women's basketball player
Ann Bowen have been named
the 1990-91 District 1 scholarathletes for their respective
TRACK
sports.
Debi Grohs also placed sec- For each sport, the outstandondin the highjump and helped ing scholar-athlete in District
the women's 4x100 relay team 1, which includes 13 schools in
place second. The relay team Washington, Idaho, Alaska and
consists of Wade, Kris Kjolso, British Columbia, is selected.
Shelly Thorstad and Dawn Shoup,ajunior,earneda3.21
Fletcher.
grade po~nt av~rage. in .busiln the two meets the 'Cats - nessadmmstrationthiswmter.
had -four new district qualifyHe also repre~ented Cent.ral
ing marks.
at the NAIAnatio1:1al 'Y1"estlmg
BesidesAndersoninthel 500 tournament, wmnmg two
meters, lvanlsaacsonquaiifed m8:tches in the 1"77-pound
in the 400 intermediate weight class.
hurdles, Ernie Wagner quali"I w~s surpris~d ;o get the
fiedinthepolevaultandLaura award, Shoupsaid. !thought
Records qualified in the someone el~e would ~ave betwomen's discus.
ter cre.dentials, but Im happy
to get it."
Bowen, a senior, had a 3.50
grade
point average in elemenWhy read the Observer?
tary_
education.
a)Why not? •
She averaged 7. 7 points and
b)Just because
4. 7 rebounds for the Lady
c )Because of SPORTS
Wildcat basketball team this
season.
If you chose (c), you're correct!
Bowen is currently teaching

by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

L--
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SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1991

Sunday,
May 12
1991
Mother's Day Brunch
SUB Fountain Room
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
$6.50 per person
Outstanding Student
Recognition
SUB Fountain Room
10:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.

Golf Tournament
Ellensburg Golf Course
11
. ... . . ................ . .·.·. · $10.00 per person
"Jam" for Brunch - a Jazz
Concert
(sorry no meal will be served)

Hertz Auditorium
$3.00 per person

--------
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Are You "THE ONE"?
The ASCWU Board of Directors is
looking for a student to sit on the
Presidential Search Committee.

If you're interested, applications are available in the
BOD OFFICE, SUB 106 beginning TODAY, May 2.
The deadline is Monday, May 6 at NOON.
All applications must be returned to the
· BOD OFFICE with a resume attached.
Applicants must be present at. the BOD Meeting,
Monday May 6 at 3:35 p.m., SUB 103.

Wondering what to do for Mom for ·
MOTHER'S DAY?
Want to invite your PARENTS up BUT
don't have a clue on how to entertain them?
Have you considered PARENT'S WEEKEND?
(WELL SEE THE AD ON PAGE 12 ~ND DO IT!)

PARENT'S WEEKEND. Coming up May 10-12.
.

ASCWU

~

This is a paid advertisement.
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Ruggers pull off last-minute victory
Three last-minute scores, O'Connor's post-try kick helps 'Cats prevail
Better field position and the
wind
for the 'Cats
Staff reporter
"We did a nice job didn'tadvantage
seem to matter as a
of coming back.
Spokane rugger added four
The Central Rugby Football
more
points to run up the
Club squeaked by the SpoWe had good
blow away Spokane, and
score
on Central 4-16.
kane men's club in the final
that's what set up the vicintensity, and we
Time
seemed to be running
seconds for an 18-16 win in
tory," said O'Connor.
Ellensburg last Saturday.
In the first half Central had stayed with it. The out for the Wildcats with only
minutes to play.
Pat O'Connor's post-try 2support was there five
to deal with an strong
Justin
Smith started the
point conversion on the final
headwind that severely
at
the
end,
which
Wildcat
comeback as he
play put the final touches on
limited the Wildcats' kicking
powered his way in for a
helped our pack
one of the club's most drastrategy. The wind resulted
Central score to close the the
matic comeback wins ever.
in poor field position for the
to blow away
gap
against Spokane.
It wasn't looking good for
Wildcats, while Spokane's
Spokane, and
With three minutes and
the 'Cats until the club
kicks sailed with the wind at
that's what set up counting Jeff Heikes barreled
managed to score an incredtheir backs.
in to put Central back in it
ible three times in the final
In the first minutes of the
the victory."
12-16.
five minutes to pull the
match, Spokane punched in a
Then, on an impressive 20match from an almost sure
7-meter corner run ending in
meter
jaunt, Steve Austin
defeat.
- Team member
a try. The post-try attempt
tied
it
all up at16 just as time
"We did a nice job coming
failed.
Pat O'Connor
expired.
back. We had good intensity,
Central's offense responded
The match rested on
and we stayed with it. The
quickly. Winger Barak Bright
O'Conner's
toe as he sized up
support was there at the end, pushed his way into the try4. The extra kick unfortuthe
centered
post-try afwhich helped our pack to
nately blew off course.
zone to tie up the score at 4tempt. The ex-Central soccer
Spokane took advantage of
their field po~ition late in the player calmly and routinely
kicked to score the 2-point
first half touching the ball
conversion to give the club an
down
in
the
try-zone
for
Remember SAMSWord?
unbelievable 18-16 comeback
another
four
point
score.
Fast, Friendly Service, Quality Work &
victory.
O'Conner and Pat Lindsey
Reasonable Prices, Guess What!!!
Due to the strong wind, all
tried to narrow the gap, each
Now Think
extra points attempts were
having long slashing runs,
blown astray except for
Rodeo City
but the wind barrier kept
O'Conner's match-winning
Central from scoring.
Graphics & Words
kick.
At the start of second half
The Wildcat ruggers moved
For Resumes, Papers,
against the wind, Spokane .
to
15-2 on the year with the
immediately produced a third
Cover Letters, Etc...
win
and will travel to
try to open play.
109 E. 3rd, Across from P.O., in
Missoula, Mont., for
Again
the
extra
kick
misHomestead Answcrline's office.
Maggotfest this weekend.
fired, this time wide.

by Todd Tucker

MEN'S RUGBY

THE CENTRAL WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF KARATE
INVITES COMPETITORS AND SPECTATORS TO THE

2ND ANNUAL KITTITAS VALLEY OPEN
KARATE TOURNAMENT

Final chance to
talk your choice of
Sports with
the sports editor.
Monday nights Call often,
Call early,
Call after 11 p.m.
This is your last
chance
(Askfor Greg)
DONT MISS OUT!

•

•
STUDENT ACTIVITIES &
ASCWU ARE SPONSORING A

SL
SATURDAY, MAY 4th, 1991
AT ELLENSBURG HIGH SCHOOL GYM
1300 E. CAPITAL
TICKETS AVAILABLE TI-IROUGH CWSK STUDENTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION; TALK TO CWSK STUDENTS
OR CALL 925-1091
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theme or motto for CWU depicting

diversity within our University.

Prizes will be two $150 Gift Certificates from
The University Store, one for the best slogan
and another for the best poster/artwork.

~ )Jj ~J

Bring this ad
Buy one set
Guitar Strings
Get one FREE!

Entry forms are available at the Student Activities Office
and The University Store.
Deadline for entries is May 17, 1991.
For more information, contact Robert at 963-1684 or call
The University Store at 963-1311.

Expires May 30
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Non Co_mpos Mentis

by Greg Goessman
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Legal Assistants needed in
high volume plaintiffs personal
injury firm. College degree, computer literacy, and skills for handling people and stress required.
Starting salary DOQ plus medical and pension benefits. Send
resume to: Business Manager, PO
Box 7163, Kennewick, WA 99336.
SCUBALESSONS&SUPPLIES.
Sign Up Now. Conta¢JohnMoser
Jr. 925-1272
FEDERAL WAY PUBLIC
SCHOOLS
Teaching
opportuntities-elementary, secondary, & ed specialists. Group
meeting. 8:30 a.m. SUB 204-05.
05/08/91.
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ONE lA.lYELLENSBVRG

HE'r :JoEY! I

AfTERN(t)N I TWO SOYS

ARE

Fl.SHIN6

THIN

I GOT A BITE!

'"TH£:.

SECRETARIAL SERVICES
Word Proccssi ng
Term Papers/Projects/
Theses
Reasonable Rates
962-6:378

ll TTL.E /XJE.S Tl/E

~or kNOW THAT

HE

/)()ES

NOT NAVE

A f1sH·oN HIS LIN£_.

GAN~ES .•.

• ••••••••••••••••

: GRADUATING? :
:ARE YOU MOVING?:

•
••
•
••

•
••

Do you have a lot of stuff
to get rid of
•••
on the way out?

:

Try

:

•
• You're reading this
•
aren't you?
••
•

:THEY WORK.

: CALL 963-1026

.•

••
•
••
•
•
~

•••••••••••••••••

Thatch
~UM~ER. ntrs
'1& Mt>NTe
CA~LO IS JUST
Tt>OMIACH,

LEATON'S

©USA Today/ Apple College Information Network
NO-- I MEAN "1'DOMIM:H.
MAN! Fofi:GET TltE '705 !
we:RE llie 'J.OUnt Of
lltf. '10s!

SA'/··· MIND

If I 80~~

TiilS .PEAD"
TArE~

~~-=--

MAN.

RESTAURANT & DELI
2202 Canyon Road

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER

'fEAH __
WHf~'(Ol.l

~TU~
M>j HENP~t1AL8&&M !

ANY'TJM:E'!.
All you can eat Sunday brunch!

,r-------------------------------,
_CROSSWORD
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___......,....___

DOWN

18. Con surne.s
20 · Trims
21. Jockeys'
Choir mernb<,r
controls
" Lay a n egg " 22. Plae1:d p r op s
High craggy
un de r: 2 w ds.
hill
23. A go-ge~r :

I lr~'l<'.ible

tn·

s.;ct

2.

3.
4.

5. Bslarice<l
p ropor.ions
6. Succinct
7. H i d~'JS
8. Orxani1.at ion
which finances
home loans:
init.

2 wdL
24. S ip h ons; r emoves: 2 wds .
25. Climbe<I
26 · Su p port .
28. Salt so luti on
3-0. Clur &o u p

Puzzle solution

32. Hue
33. Pleasantly
a.dd
--+-+-~ 10. Wisdom
34. Impulse
12. Takes pleuun 36. New Me.xi ~
~--+-+-+--i
(in), es
city
warmth
37. Viscous s-ob13. Send int-0
Rta.nee
exile
39. Weed chopper
9. _out, disco' ere-cl

AC R 0 SS
l. Lifts up, as

the "'' 111d r!O<'s

21. S€\ada city
22 . Roofin.: pi~es
24. Hinder
2.5. Stitches cl oth
witii gathers

28 Tradt:<T.nrks 38. Tara Plarizg. Gree·>- god
te'.io~. family
of war
40. Big·r!oS<!d
c0m£<l11n
30 Forer.cad•
4 1. Ab;tein f:-om
3 1. _ Arers,

_______________________________ ...
6. Whiffs
11. :'rfer.allic
blend

L

14 Rage
15. Out of ;ail:
2 wds.
16. Bursting
sound
17. E:x:cesaivel y

Singles Pool -Tuesday
May 7th
6:00pm

12. Great conceit:
2 wds.

s1?nt1rne n tal

19. Cvrde<l fabric
20. Vexatious

~6. C l ~ r gyrn.an

21. F lock of

actor
32 · Stumbles

quail

33. T!l.:·t!lc!

:-rn r"""

42. CP.pi;.al of W.

•

Australia
-;'3. GiYes a party
for

S

.i .i ll d
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WIN A WEEK IN HAWAII FOR TWO
CAN YOU QUESTION THESE ANSWERS?
1.

When mixed with hops
this fungi starts
the fermentation
process.

2.

3.

The traditional spring
beer, this dark, high
alcoholic beer is made
when the brewmeisters
are cleaning their
barrels.

Founded in 1878
one San Francisco
Chronicle writer called
this "one of only two
American beers worth
drinking."

*Answers at bottom*

If so tfien you're reaiy,6ecause Ylie{ine's
BEER JEOPARDY STARTS TONIGHT!
Every Thursday night May 2nd - 23rd

'Trips afso awariei to nigfit{y winners
SI(j'J{'llP'J{O'W! SPO'IS 'WILL (jO ~YLS'T!!

'Entry ~orms 5lrpai{a6{e at .9Lde{ines

Trips include airfare & hotel accommodations. Must be 21 or over to play.

Adeline"s

962-2888

Chophouse and Saloon

MAKE MAMA HAPPY/
pizza
place

FRAZZINI'S

pizza
place

PIZZA!

In the Plaza
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

i------------------------------~------------------------------

:

~3.00 O!!e

: io~0 ~f;;a\
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LARGE 16' P. ~zA
MEDIUM PRICE!
9

1f:Pf!'ll~

DINE IN * CARRY OUT
FAST* SAFE * DELIVERY

<~p

DINE IN * CARRY OUT
FAST * SAFE * DELIVERY

q

t=J!+""mt:Je-'19...

·~..f.-mI:J.1-..,

:I
Frazzini's Pizza Place
Frazzini' s Pizza Place
~----------~-------------------~-----------------------------1
Large Pizza
Try Our New
1 Item
""Calzone~~ Sandwich
Only$6.99/
ONLY $3.991
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

.

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

PICK - UP - TO - GO ONL YI

DINE IN *CARRY OUT ONLY!

~P+""mI:Je19.,
Frazzini's .P izza Place

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER Exoires May 15, 1991

.

m+""mI:Je19.,
I.

Frazzini' s Pizza Place

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER Exoires Mav 15, 1991

I
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